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the solo-1 is the only card that supports a game port in dos mode. it was sold as a combination modem/audio card and all the game ports were designed for it. the card is
tricky in dos and requires more patience than other cards. when you plug in the game port, you have to manually switch the card back to another device (such as a
modem) first. not all games work 100% with the game port when you plug the card in. the same goes for the bootstrap. the bootstrap works with the card, but some
games may not play. sound blaster 16, just like all other 16 bit audio cards, only works in dos, supports wavetable and fm. it's not a very good sound card and can be
found for sale on ebay. they are cheap. the only problem is that they do not have a game port. but some games do use the game port. but it's not that popular since the
game ports on these cards are supposed to work with the audio chips on these cards. i got this card from a friend and it worked as expected. one thing you have to keep in
mind is that this card is from around 1996, so it's not the best quality. the card does not have a game port. it's a very simple card. can't do fm or any kind of sound. but it
did work in pcm mode, so that's ok. i got this card and i really liked it. the sound works fine and the game port works great. unfortunately, the game port doesn't work in
dos 6.22. i can't remember exactly if it didn't work in dos 6.22 or if the game port didn't work in dos 6.22, but i remember the dos sound driver was not supported in dos 6.
i have an ess solo-1 on my piii (600mhz). it will be running linux soon (i should have it finished by the time of the linuxcon europe in late september). the sound card works
fine in linux. unfortunately i don't have any dos-based pinball games to test it with.
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BTW, what do you think about Technicolour's C650 Graphics card? It's a plug-and-play set of 16-bit graphics. Is it a card that can be used without a Sound-Blaster with the
sound driver installed? The SCART connector is on a PCB out-side the card. Could I maybe make a SCART to RCA adapter for it? Like a converter to go from the front plug-
and-play connector to the back plug-and-play connector? Is that one of them!?! Glad I asked:) I'm curious if the humble C650 card was using a Sound-Blaster, and if so,

what were they using in the Sound card? Sound Blaster Pro or AudioDrive? Both use the same pins and footprint so it would have been easy to swap the BIOS chip for one
of the other type of cards. Well, when the C650 came out in 1989, maybe it was just then. But of course, all Sound-Blaster compatible cards are still in use today, while
AudioDrive has been discontinued in favor of Sound Blaster. Well, I've been mainly a DOS gamer, I would assume a lot of the DOS games would have used the Sound-

Blaster cards, and just didn't bother supporting the additional SCART pins. The SCART to RCA converter would be a good idea. The ports with the 8-pin connector are pretty
much identical, with the exception of the 16-bit (and later) ones that have no 16-bit bus, but have 16-bit select only 16-bit channels (that is, digital audio only). Don't know

if the AMiga had that part, but it wasn't all that uncommon for games to use at least 16 bits of audio if they used sound, since at least in my experience, 16-bit audio is
much more'realistic' than 8-bit. It's cheap to do, and worth the small effort. 5ec8ef588b
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